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The Absolutes

fesus used the concept of wind to refer to ttre higher
al realities activating rhe things of the world (1602:5-7).
Wind is an agent of change. The local winds impelling the
affairs of men, angels, and worlds are in turn propelled by
deeper gusts. A wind of limitless proportions sweeps,
across the creation, setting the condensing stars in their
courses and ordering the affairs of existence. Irresistibly it
carries total reality through the ceaseless metamorphosis of
being, in fragmentari ly gl impsed but perfectly
synchronized obedience to the plans and dictates of God.
Itis the will of God manifesr. It is the starwind.

starwind, though not used as a tenn before, leaps as a. concept
from every direction inThe URANTIA Book. From the providence
of the Supreme Q3A4:7-1305:l) to the infinite plans and purpose
(364:4; 365:4), the unified urge of primordial purpose and eternal
destiny is powerfully described inThe URANTIA Book. From the or-
ganic unity of all time-space reality and action (56:2-4; 1276:3) to
the metamorphosing of potentials to actuals in the seven Absolutes
of Infinity (83:2-4;1151:13; l}gg:3), the excirement of the unified
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march of infinity is communicated throughoutlfte
URAI{TIABook.

Study of The URAI,ITIABookcanbe areach for
the surwind. Faith brings one into the family of
god, but understanding and fficiency arerequired
for advancement. One must see the light; feel the
truth; and ride thevast starwind, the creative breath
of God.

Levels of Existence

The URANTIA Book portrayal of reality is a
breathtaking panorarna of universes, gods, men,
and angels painted in immense range and scintillat-
ing detail. Even this staggering picture is purpose-
ly limited, necessarily distorted, a condescension
to human levels of comprehension (6:4; 1152:3,5;
1154:1;  1163:4-13).

URAI,ITIA Book cosmology rests, among other
things, on the way a single reality at one level is a
multiple reality at another. A company, function-
ing as a unit at one level, exists and works at another
level as many employees. At a level farther
removed, it grasps, walks, thinks, and speaks as a
synchrony of hands and feet, minds and ongues.

Total reality, or infinity, teaches The URAI,ITIA
Book, is one reality but also, at another level, seven:
the Seven Absolutes of Infiniry (4:14-5:18; 1154:5-
rr57:2).

The Seven Absolutes of Infinity

Exis te nti al-timeles s, spaceless, be ginnin g-
less, endless-the Seven Absolutes of Infinity fill
the brimming curve of infinity atthe absolutelevel
of existence. Wthin their flawless depths stir and
move the realities of every object, thoughg feeling,
and person that is or ever willbe.

Separate, like limitless, invisible oceans of
creative light, the Seven Absolutes of Infinity inter-
combine their individually unique potencies into
vast functional associations called triodities and rrf-
unities (1 146:3; 1151:13).

These near-absolute associations of absolutes,
sparkling with the entwined powers of their uphold-
ing primordials, in turn downstep themselves as as-
sociations and dilutions. And so it continues, the
progenital ocean of intermixed creativity deepen-

ing, thickening, swirling, becoming the form and
fabric of the sneaming galaxies, whirling atoms,
and countless things and beings physical, spirital,
and mindal.

The Existential Flower

At the level of absolute unity, the Seven Ab
solutes of Infinity can be visualized as a single, all-
encompasslngflower of b eing. Outside of time and
space, furling and unfurling petals within whose
nurturing fabric all reality evolves, it pulses with a
vitality of which ltft itself is onty apale reflection.

The top and bottom halves of the drawing titled
"The Existential Flower" represent actual and
potential reality, respectively. (Potential reality in
The URAI,ITIABooft is just as real as actual reality.)
The Existential Flower is adorned with six dimen-
sions, boundless petals clustering the circle of its
vast-rooted beauty. These are the three dimensions
of potentia, matter, mind, and spirit plus the three
of actual matter, mind, and spirit. The domains of
matter, mind, and spirit are each shown as a straight
a:ris, one end arcing out as a graceful peal in the
potential estate, the otfrer in the actual. Mind inter-
venes benpeen matter and spirit in both the actual
and potential estate.

Six Absolute Petals

Each petal of the Existential Flower cor-
responds to one of the Seven Absolutes of krfinity
(5:2-7 ; 99:4; I 150: 1 1; I 154:5 -1157 :2):

l. The Eternal Son. The source, cente! and
contnoller of all actual spirit reality.

2. Para.dise. The source, center, and controller
of all actual physical realrty.

3. The Infinite Spirit. The source, center, and
controller of all actual mind reality and, under the
overcontrol of the Eternal Son and Paradise, the
controller of all subabsolute spirit and physical
reality, respectively.

4. The Deiry Absolute. The repository of all
potential spirit reality.

S.The Unqwlified Absolute. The repository of
all potential physical reality.

6. The Universal Absolute. The repository of
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all potential mind reality, including coordination of
the Deity and Unqualified Absolutes and of all
phases and levels of reality.

The Seventh Petal

The unpictured seventh absolute is the Fjrsr
Source and Center of all things and beings. To the
Eternal Son and allpersonal beings, itis the Univer-
sal Father, the source of persorality; to paradise
and all physical reality, it is the Universal patterner,
the source of pattern. And so to each of the six ab-
solutes it is the conesponding source (1154:5-
ll57:2).

As the giver of form, the First Source and
Center can be pictured as the central circle on the
Existential Flower where the petals join; as the
giver of vitality, it can be visualized as the sap
coursing through the flower.

The Blossom Unfolds

The dynamics of reality, the universal blossom-
ming, pulse ceaselessly through the Existential
Flower. Evolution is pictured in The URAMIA
Book as the metamorphosing of reality along the
axis of a given domain from the potential to the ac-
tual estate. Spirit evolves from the potentials of the
Deity Absolute to the actuality of the Eternal Son
(83:2-4). Matter and mind ripen from the potentials
of the Unqualified and Universal Absolutes, respec-
tively, to the actualities of Paradise (469:3;470:2)

and the Infinite Spirit (104:7), respectively. Newly
actualized realities produce, in turn, new potential
realities.

This metamorphosing evolution of reality is
coordinated with experiential deity: God the
Supreme, God ttre Ultimate, and God the Absolute
(83:2-4; 136:2,4; 1 15 1 : 13; 1266:6-8).

Growth and Perception

Each ascender is destined to be a living part of
experiential deity. Growth actualizes, also poten-
tializes, expanded capacity for service and percep-
tion of reality, up to the changeless, all-powerful
absolutes.

Jesus taught that each ascender will ultimately
conceive of space and time in terms of ttre absolutes
(1439:7). Seekers after the will of God, he taught,
are destined to live and serve in a seven-dimen-
sional universe (1439:6).

Ascenders are to be agents of the absolutes in
the service of the Universal Father as a Dart of the
Supreme. The forward urge impelling tirem is the
starwind: the metarnorphosing evolution of reality
coordinated with the emergence of the experiential
deities in the limittesd arena provided by the Seven
Absolutes of Infinity.
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